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Between Cartesianism and orthodoxy: God and the problem
of indifference in Christoph Wittich’s Anti-Spinoza
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ABSTRACT
The present paper examines the Cartesian theologian Christoph
Wittich’s Anti-Spinoza (1690). Scholars have observed two
opposing orientations in the work. Some have argued that
Wittich offered a thoroughly Cartesian refutation of Spinoza.
Others have found that he sometimes disagreed with Descartes
and adopted a Spinozistic position. This paper reconciles these
contrasting interpretations by comparing Wittich’s Anti-Spinoza
with his earlier work. In general, Wittich tried to refute Spinoza’s
monism by mobilizing Cartesian principles, which is particularly
perspicuous in his discussion of God’s being. However, once he
turned to the issue of the divine will, he openly contradicted
Descartes’ teaching and approached Spinoza’s necessitarianism.
He chose to do so to remain orthodox, evading the accusation of
Socinian heresy, which the conservative theologian Petrus van
Mastricht had made against his Theologia pacifica (1671). This
paper concludes that the widespread fear concerning Socinianism
deeply conditioned the way theologians reacted to the Cartesian
philosophy in the Netherlands in the late seventeenth century.
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Introduction

In the seventeenth century, René Descartes’ (1596–1650) philosophy caused a great stir
among theologians in the Netherlands. Some aligned themselves with it and argued for
its compatibility with theological orthodoxy. Others fiercely opposed it and made numer-
ous attempts to expose its heretical characteristics. The dispute in no way subsided with
the arrival of so-called “radical Cartesians” like Baruch Spinoza (1632–1677) and Lode-
wijk Meyer (1629–1681); their openly combative attitude toward orthodoxy only sub-
stantiated the claim of those who deemed Cartesianism as heretical.1

In this context, Christoph Wittich’s (1625–1687) Anti-Spinoza (1690) occupies a
unique position. Indeed, its author was a Reformed theologian with a strong allegiance
to Descartes’ philosophy, and, as such, he conducted one of the earliest and most com-
prehensive critiques of Spinoza’s Ethics. Born in Brieg (Brzeg) in Silesia, Wittich was
reared in a confessionally Reformed environment. At the same time, probably under
the aegis of the Leiden philosophy professor Johannes de Raey (1622–1702), he came
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to be convinced that his Reformed faith was compatible with the new Cartesian philos-
ophy. This conviction threw him into several bitter disputes with conservative theolo-
gians. Their attacks against the Cartesians in general and Wittich in particular
gradually became stronger in the 1660s as the writings of Meijer and Spinoza
emerged. Toward the end of his life, it became one of Wittich’s main objectives to dis-
tance himself from such radical tendencies. At some point in this period, he began to
work on the refutation of Spinoza’s Ethics. The result remained in manuscript form
when he died in 1687, and it was posthumously published in 1690. The five-part work
was entitled Anti-Spinoza sive examen Ethices Benedicti de Spinoza et commentarius de
Deo et ejus attributis. After the brief introduction written by the editor, there comes a
preliminary survey on philosophical methodology. It is followed by the main part of
the work: the thorough examination and criticism of the Ethics. Next comes the Com-
mentarius de Deo et ejus attributis (hereafter, Commentary), in which the reader finds
Wittich’s extensive discussion on God. The work ends with his two letters, in which
he once again criticizes Spinoza’s monism and argues for the superiority of
Cartesianism.2

Because of its unique character in the history of philosophy and theology, Wittich’s
Anti-Spinoza has already attracted a fair amount of scholarly attention. Yet, our conten-
tion is that much remains to be done to place the work more precisely in its historical
context. The previous scholarship on Anti-Spinoza can roughly be categorized into
two groups; interestingly, they propound contrasting interpretations. The first group
takes a relatively standard position, interpreting the work as a Cartesian refutation of Spi-
noza’s philosophy. It includes the classical work of Georg Pape, as well as more recent
ones by Theo Verbeek, Alexander Douglas, and Kai-Ole Eberhardt.3 In contrast, the
second group points out that such a neat categorization fails to capture certain aspects
of Anti-Spinoza, finding that, in the issue of the divine will, Wittich departs from Des-
cartes’ philosophy and adopts a Spinozistic position. In the 1940s Emanuel Hirsch
alluded to this point, which has subsequently received further clarification from Chris-
tiane Hubert and Mark Aalderink.4

These interpretations have detected contrasting moments in Wittich. It is precisely
this contrast that the present study aims to make sense of. Why did Wittich, writing a
Cartesian refutation of the Ethics, end up rejecting Descartes and siding with Spinoza?
To answer this question, we shall examine Wittich’s criticism of Spinoza’s God in
Anti-Spinoza.

The first part of the paper considers Wittich’s refutation of Spinoza’s infamous
identification of God with the world. The analysis illustrates the sense in which his
overall arguments can be characterized as “Cartesian”. The latter part inquires into
why it became rather hazardous for Wittich to direct such Cartesian criticism against
Spinoza on the issue of the divine will. Comparing Anti-Spinoza with his earlier work,
our analysis ultimately points out that Wittich’s departure from Descartes was prompted
by the accusation of heresy against him by a conservative theologian of the period.

Substance, attributes, and Creatio ex Nihilo

In the opening pages of Anti-Spinoza, Wittich introduces the distinction between the
analytic and synthetic methods. The analytic method is a way of discovering truth by
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means of what the intellect already knows clearly. In contrast, the synthetic method is a
way of proving truths through the use of definitions, theorems, and propositions. Spinoza
employs the latter in the Ethics, and it is his use of definitions that Wittich sets out to
criticize.5

The Ethics begins with definitions of key terms such as causa sui, substance, attribute,
and mode. According to Wittich, these definitions designate “second notions” (notiones
secundae) that have no corresponding objects in the real world.6 They must be abstracted
from first notions, which are particular things in the world. Thus, if Spinoza wants to
proceed philosophically in an orderly way, he must start with the definition of particulars,
such as God and the mind, and only after that can he form second notions. More
seriously, his definitions differ radically from commonly accepted ones. Wittich points
out the following:

But this indeed cannot be excused, for he [Spinoza] does not have a power to change the
meaning of words at pleasure no more than geometricians are permitted to apply the
definition of circle to a square, etc. But this is not the only fault we would find in him.
He offers definitions that have nothing to do with things, but on such definitions he
builds the edifice of subsequent propositions and demonstrations. Definitions must expli-
cate what exists outside the intellect. Therefore, they must be true and not differ from prop-
osition or axiom.7

Wittich goes on to criticize Spinoza’s definition of causa sui, which is “that whose
essence involves existence, or that whose nature cannot be conceived except as existing”.8

According to Spinoza, there is only one causa sui, and this is God. Wittich first notes that
Descartes also describes God as causa sui. According to Wittich, the cause implied here is
formal. Therefore, God’s being causa sui means that his form (or essence) is the cause of
his existence. This is possible for God because his essence has immense power, enabling
him to self-exist.9 Wittich acknowledges that some are dissatisfied with Descartes’ argu-
ment. They insist that God should exist not because his essence has some sort of power
but because of its utmost perfection. This is basically a summary of the criticism given by
Antoine Arnauld (1612–1694) in the Fourth Objections.10

While the issue of causa sui has yet to be solved, Wittich does not let Spinoza partici-
pate in the debate. Wittich thinks that, to discuss the concept of causa sui, which is a
second notion, the first notion of God must be properly defined first. Spinoza fails to
provide a sustainable definition. To show this, Wittich quotes Spinoza’s letter to
Henry Oldenburg (c. 1619–1677), in which he argues that God is the cause of created
things because he has various commonalities with them formaliter.11 This must have
been shocking to Oldenburg. The word formaliter had been used to express causal
relations within created reality and was not to be applied to relations with God. Only emi-
nenter can God be the cause of the created world because the two have different types of
existence.12 Boldly subverting this standard view, Spinoza asserts that God is the formal
cause of the world and, thus, he implies that they exist in the same manner. Wittich draws
an inevitable consequence of this argument in the following way:

If we follow these arguments, God will be the cause of created things because he has many
things formaliter in common with them. Thus, he will be the cause of extended things
because he himself is extended. In the same way, the reason why he is the cause of thinking
things is because he himself thinks. As a result, since the created things as a whole differ in
no way from God, God shall be causa sui. This is because the created things exist and God is
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the cause of their existence, so that we must say that God is causa sui. Spinoza’s entire system
brings us to this place: we believe that the universe is God and reject the true God.13

Wittich wants to emphasize that while Descartes and Spinoza use the same term causa
sui, their meanings differ drastically. For Descartes, causa sui just means that God’s
essence causes his existence. In contrast, Spinoza’s formal identification of God with
the world completely transforms the implication of causa sui: now that God is identical
to created reality, the divine causation of the universe comes to mean that he is the cause
of his own existence. Consequently, Spinoza’s causa sui underpins his assertion of God as
nature, thereby destroying the true God.

Wittich also finds Spinoza’s definition of substance problematic. Spinoza defines sub-
stance as “what is in itself and is conceived through itself, i.e. that whose concept does not
require the concept of another thing, from which it must be formed”.14 Wittich admits
that this definition is true, but he rejects its interpretation by Spinoza. The Dutch theo-
logian states that the definition requires us to suppose multiple substances, namely God,
mind, and body. He also considers “square” and “motion”, which exist as certain forms
or essences of things, as substances. Unlike mind and body, they do not exist indepen-
dently because they need some other thing in which to inhere. Yet, still unlike subjective
affections, such as hotness or pain, they exist external to the intellect. Thus, Wittich
defines God, mind, and body as substances in a strict sense, while forms like squares
and motion are defined as substances in a broad sense.15

By elaborating on the two types of substance, Wittich appears to combine Cartesian
and Aristotelian ways of analysis. If he were to rigidly follow Descartes, he should
only admit the strict sense of the term substantia. However, he adds the broad sense
to accommodate the definitions commonly used in his intellectual context. In fact, he
even states that the broad sense is basically the same as Aristotle’s concept of form.16

At the same time, we should not simply trust Wittich’s words at face value. Would Aris-
totle recognize squares and motions as substances? The answer is that he would not
because they are mathematical entities devoid of material reality. Therefore, Wittich’s
integration of Descartes’ philosophy with Aristotelianism is a rather forceful move, but
this was not so uncommon among his Cartesian colleagues, such as De Raey or Johannes
Clauberg (1622–1665).17

As Wittich still wants to maintain certain intellectual ties with Aristotelianism, he
cannot allow Spinoza to completely transform the definition of substance. He states:

But we shall not advance this interpretation any further. That is, we should not consider that
for a thing to be a substance it [must not] depend on any other thing as its cause. It is clear
that Spinoza takes the previous definition [of substance] in this way because he subsequently
tries to conclude that God alone is substance and that created things are only certain modes
of that substance. This is also clear from the following words found in the page 386 of The
Treatise on the Emendation of the Intellect: ‘If the thing is in itself (in se), or, as is commonly
said, is the causa sui, then it must be understood through its essence alone; but if it is not in
itself, but requires a cause to exist, then it must be understood through its proximate cause’.
But Spinoza was not allowed to take the phrase in se and per se esse in a totally different
meaning from what is commonly used by other people.18

According to Spinoza, because substance exists in itself, it cannot have any external cause
for its existence. Therefore, God alone is qualified to be a substance. However, this
interpretation is in no way recognized as a valid one, and it lacks wider acceptance. It
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is generally considered that, for a thing to exist in itself, it does not have to be causally
independent. Instead, it can exist in itself so long as it is not part of other subjects as
an accident.19 Thus, Wittich mocks Spinoza, saying that he is like individuals who “phi-
losophize not on the things that exist in the world but on figments of their brain as they
please”. 20

Wittich also takes issue with Spinoza’s definition of attributes. In the Ethics, Spinoza
defines attribute as “what the intellect perceives of a substance, as constituting its
essence”.21 Wittich states that this definition can only be applied to a specific type of attri-
bute that he qualifies as essential. According to his words, an essential attribute “is found
uniquely in each substance. It constitutes that substance and distinguishes it from other
substances”.22

Wittich derives his notion of essential attributes from Descartes. In the Principles of
Philosophy, Descartes states that “to each substance there belongs one principal attribute”
and “each substance has one principal property which constitutes its nature and
essence”.23 As the term “constitutes” (constituit) is commonly used in Descartes,
Wittich, and Spinoza, it is clear that Descartes’ “principal attribute (or property)”
means “attribute” for Spinoza and “essential attribute” for Wittich.

Wittich’s clarification of the essential attribute is important to refute Spinoza’s
definition of God. According to the Ethics, God is “a being absolutely infinite, i.e. a sub-
stance consisting of an infinity of attributes, of which each one expresses an eternal and
infinite essence”.24 If this definition were correct, God would have an infinite number of
essential attributes. However, this would be impossible, for each substance can only have
one attribute. If there is an infinite number of essential attributes, there must be infinite
substances and, hence, an infinite number of gods.25

Wittich points out that Spinoza’s view regarding God’s infinite attributes comes from
his mistaken understanding of divine infinity. According to Spinoza, God’s infinity is
expressed in his having the highest reality (realitas). This position can also be found
in both Descartes and Wittich.26 According to Wittich, however, Spinoza makes a
serious mistake in arguing that God’s highest reality consists in his having an infinite
number of attributes. The level of an entity’s reality is not determined by the number
of attributes because any substance can have only one attribute. Wittich instead argues
that the level of reality is determined by the degree of each entity’s perfection. God
has the highest reality because he is without any imperfection.27

Wittich also criticizes Spinoza for counting extension as one of God’s attributes. In the
Ethics, Spinoza argues that because God is absolutely infinite, his attributes involve no
negation.28 Wittich counters that extension does not satisfy this condition because it
has no activity (actuositas) of its own. When an extended thing is in motion, its cause
must come from outside. Therefore, extension is negative in some way, and it cannot
be God’s attribute.29

What is God’s essential attribute for Wittich? His answer is that it is an infinite
thought (cogitatio infinita). He substantiates this point in his Commentary by elaborating
on Descartes’ proof of the existence of God. According to Wittich, Descartes proceeds in
theMeditations as follows: The self recognizes itself as an imperfect thought. This recog-
nition of self-imperfection must presuppose the recognition of perfection. Thus, the
thinking self must have some idea of perfection. Yet, this idea cannot originate in the
self; rather, it must come from outside and derive from some perfect existence. The
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source of the idea is God. What is crucial here is that this Cartesian argument enables
Wittich to conclude that God is a thought, for the self’s imperfect and finite thought
points toward a perfect and infinite thought. This also proves that God has no exten-
sion.30 Wittich writes:

Therefore, it should be concluded that only an infinite thought belongs to God’s essence. So
this infinite thought is the most perfect actuality and contains in it all perfections, including
that [of extension]. This is because all other things depend on this actuality utterly and
exhaustively.31

Wittich adds that all other things said about God can be derived from this attribute of
infinite thought:

That God necessarily exists, that he is one, unchangeable, infinite, etc. – all these things do
not represent to us different essential attributes, but his unique and simplest essence, con-
sidered under various ways and under different names that have arisen therefrom.32

It is now clear that Wittich locates the cause of Spinoza’s error in his failure to under-
stand that one substance could only have one essential attribute. As we have seen, Wittich
learns this principle from Descartes, but he uses it in a way that Descartes did not.
Wittich applies it not only to created beings but also to God, stating: “God, like other
pure and simple substances, has only one essence. So he has only one essential attribute
or property”.33 Thus, he assumes that the relation between substance and attribute works
univocally for God and created things. Descartes, on the other hand, does not suppose a
univocal relation between them. In fact, there are statements that suggest the contrary. In
the Principles of Philosophy, for example, he writes that “the term ‘substance’ does not
apply univocally, as they say in the Schools, to God and to other things”.34 Therefore,
it is not so clear whether Wittich is entitled to suppose that God has one essential attri-
bute like created substances.

Thus far, we have observed Wittich’s criticism of Spinoza’s understanding of sub-
stance and attributes. As the culmination of his argument, Wittich explains how these
errors have generated Spinoza’s idiosyncratic formulation of the relationship between
substance, attributes, and modes:

Spinoza knew that God is infinite, and thence he thought that infinite reality ought to be
assigned to God. But he interprets this infinite reality in terms of numbers and thus
forms the concept of God’s infinitely many attributes. And because Spinoza thought that
created things depend on God, he regarded [all] beings as modes. He did not see that for
something to be a substance, it was enough that it exists in itself and not in other things,
and that its existence does not depend on some other thing as its subject. He did not see
that having no other cause is not required for being a substance. From this, since Spinoza
knew that all beings depend on another cause, he rejected their being substance and
instead argued that they are only modes. Therefore, according to Spinoza, God is the
origin of nature and has an infinite number of real attributes. Each of these attributes
modifies itself, so that they flow from the divine nature [as modes].35

Wittich argues that, although Spinoza distinguishes God from created things here, the
distinction is made in an unorthodox way. To demonstrate this, Wittich quotes a letter
written by Spinoza to Oldenburg in 1675. In it, Spinoza claims that his God is not the
transcendent cause (causa transiens) of the universe but, rather, the immanent cause
(causa immanens).36 Wittich regards this as proof that Spinoza virtually nullifies the
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distinction between God and the universe. An immanent cause, for Wittich, brings its
effect in itself. Typically, the mind produces concepts, ideas, and volitions in itself. As
these effects are part of the mind, there is only a conceptual distinction between them.
In the same way, if God were the immanent cause of the world, the latter would be a
mere idea of the former; hence no real distinction could be made between the two.37

This is unacceptable, says Wittich. If there were no distinction between God and
created things, even a frog, a rat, or an earthworm could become God. Moreover,
Wittich argues that, if Spinoza were correct, not only philosophy but also all types of
sciences, or even the use of reason itself, would become impossible. This is because
they all presuppose the difference between God and created things, as well as the distinc-
tions among the latter.38

According to Wittich, the source of Spinoza’s error is found in his denial of God’s
transcendence. Spinoza thinks that if God transcends the world, he must have created
it out of nothing, which Spinoza rejects as unintelligible. Wittich warns that we should
not regard whatever surpasses our understanding as impossible. Since human beings
are finite, and the power of God is infinite, he is able to do things humans cannot under-
stand. With a good dose of irony, Wittich says: “Should we understand everything?”39 He
even asserts that the creation out of nothing was not a mere possibility for God but,
because of his omnipotence, it could not have been any other way:

God’s power is wholly executed through his will. Everything was prepared according to his
command. The power does not require anything or any matter upon which to act. In fact, if
it required, it would not be omnipotent. When it acts, it forms a thing and makes matter, so
that it would subsequently act upon them. The power which does not require any matter to
act upon is greater than that which does. For the latter is supposed to depend on matter.
Therefore, the power which in no way depends on anything can also produce out of
nothing whatever it wants.40

Wittich finally notes that the creation must be something that took place at some point
in the past. He argues for this based on the distinction between essence and existence. At
the moment of creation, God willed to bring to existence the essence of created things
that had existed eternally in his mind. Therefore, their existence has a temporal begin-
ning, though their essence might be considered eternal. In this way, Wittich rejects Spi-
noza’s philosophy that posits all things as emanating from God’s nature.41

One premise that Wittich has made in his argument is that God willed the creation.
However, Spinoza denies the existence of God’s will. To complete his criticism,
Wittich must also refute Spinoza on this point.

The divine will and its indifference

In dealing with the question of the divine will, Wittich focuses on proposition 17 of
part 1 of the Ethics, which reads: “God acts from the laws of his nature alone, and is
compelled by no one”.42 Behind this statement lies Spinoza’s rejection of the anthro-
pomorphic understanding of God. He denies the common view that God, like
humans, has a will and, therefore, he can choose not to do what he is able to do.
Instead, Spinoza asserts that, without any choice being made, everything necessarily
follows from divine nature.
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Spinoza remarks that if God did not act necessarily, he would not be omnipotent. Let
us suppose that God has the ability to do action A and action B. If he wills and chooses
action A over the other, this means that God, having an ability to carry out action B,
cannot actualize that ability. This would mean that God cannot do what he can. For
Spinoza, nothing “would be more absurd than this or more contrary to God’s
omnipotence”.43

Wittich takes Spinoza as claiming that God’s omnipotence requires every possibility to
be simultaneously realized. However, this contradicts our day-to-day observation that
something new is being generated in the world. For example, Peter and John, who did
not exist yesterday, are born today as new human beings. Indeed, Spinoza admits this
and explains it via the distinction between substance and modes. He considers new enti-
ties as certain modes of God, the substance. Therefore, even if we follow Spinoza’s view,
states Wittich, God would not do everything at the same time; hence, he would not be
omnipotent.44

Where Spinoza fails, according to Wittich, is in his understanding of divine omnipo-
tence. It does not mean that he does everything simultaneously. Instead, it simply affirms
that he is able to do all things. The reason they do not become actualized at once is
because of the limitation of created things rather than any lack in God’s power. Thus,
this does not undermine his omnipotence. Wittich concludes that Spinoza’s failure con-
sists in his disregard for the distinction between God and created beings and, hence, the
limitation on the side of the latter.45

Wittich goes on to criticize Spinoza’s second argument denying the divine will.
According to Spinoza, even if God’s nature had something like intellect and will, they
must be completely different from those of human beings. This is because God is the
one who provides the human will and intellect with their essence and existence, and
this is also because a cause that provides the essence and existence of something must
be completely different from its effect.46 Wittich counters that precisely because God
causes the human intellect and will, he must have the kind of intellect and will that
share something in common with those of humans:

He [Spinoza] did not understand the relationship between cause and effect. That is to say,
unless something first exists in the cause formaliter or eminenter, there will be nothing in the
effect. Therefore, the divine intellect ought to be in some way like ours, at least eminenter.
And, if the divine intellect agrees with intelligent things only in name and have no real
agreements, it can hardly be understood how the divine intellect can produce those intelli-
gent things.47

According to Wittich, the divine and human intellects agree in having the essences of
things as the object of their cognition. Of course, this does not mean that there is no
difference between them. God’s intellect generates the essences of things, whereas the
human one only recognizes the given essences. Yet, discussing such differences is possible
because of the commonality. The same can be applied to the case of will.

Thus far, Wittich has defended the existence of God’s will. This is rather unsurprising,
as he argued for the will being responsible for creation. Yet, in concluding his discussion,
he makes a surprising statement:

Regarding the rest, I acknowledge that the divine intellect and will are necessary insofar as it is
impossible that they could be indifferent. I demonstrated this in the Commentary on God.48
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As Wittich regards both the divine intellect and will to be necessary, his God must fall
under some sort of necessity. Does this conclusion not share too much with Spinoza’s
necessitarianism? On top of this, as we shall see, it flatly contradicts Descartes’ position.
Therefore, the quotation above shows that Wittich’s argument cannot be deemed simply
a Cartesian criticism of Spinoza. To further clarify this point, we shall focus on the
concept of “indifference”.

WhenWittich refers to the concept of “indifference”, he must have in mind Descartes’
Fourth Meditation.49 There, Descartes understands indifference to be a state of the will,
in which it cannot make any definitive choice. This takes place when human beings are
uncertain about whether A or B is true or good. This is a type of freedom in that they are
able to choose either A or B, but it is the lowest kind of freedom as it stems from their lack
of clear understanding. When they overcome this state of indifference, however, a higher
form of freedom is achieved: based on their clear and distinct perception of the true and
the good, they will make a definitive choice voluntarily and freely.

Descartes is criticized in the Sixth Objections.50 The anonymous objector protests that
Descartes’ argument virtually denies God’s freedom. If, as Descartes claims, clear under-
standing removes indifference, God would never be indifferent because he recognizes all
things evidently. This consequence, the objector argues, contradicts the Christian faith,
which teaches divine indifference to all available choices at the moment of creation:
God could choose whether he would create one world or many. He even had the
choice of creating it or not creating it. Only by acknowledging this indifferent state
can we truly say that he created the world freely.51

Descartes responds in the Sixth Replies that, contrary to the objector’s anticipation, he
does acknowledge God’s indifference. According to the French philosopher, the mistake
the objector made is to confuse divine with human indifference. On the one hand, human
beings must presuppose divinely created truth and goodness, and their failure to grasp
such truth or goodness forces them to be indifferent. On the other hand, God has no
need to presuppose any truth or goodness, as it was he who created them. Having
nothing to determine him, his will was free and indifferent. This state does not imply
any insufficiency of knowledge, for the objects of knowledge are the fruit of his creation.
Therefore, unlike for humans, God’s indifference represents the highest form of freedom,
as Descartes also concludes: “[T]he supreme indifference to be found in God is the
supreme indication of his omnipotence”.52

Having examined Descartes’ arguments in the Meditations, an interesting point sur-
faces as we return to Wittich’s Anti-Spinoza. His denial of divine indifference in fact
goes against Descartes’ view. This, however, does not mean that Wittich had always dis-
agreed with his master. If we turn to chapter 14 of Wittich’s Theologia pacifica, published
in 1671, we can see that he supports Descartes’ position in the Sixth Replies regarding
God’s will as being indifferent in the act of creation. He also approvingly quotes Des-
cartes’ letter to Marin Mersenne (1588–1648) of 6 May 1630. In this letter, Descartes
explains his theory of the creation of the eternal truths, according to which God’s
indifferent will has decided all truths to be true.53

Why has Wittich retracted his earlier opinion in Anti-Spinoza? He does not clearly
state the reason, so we must rely on circumstantial evidence. Here, we have one impor-
tant lead: his arch-enemy from the conservative side, Petrus van Mastricht (1630–1706),
had accused Wittich’s Theologia pacifica of espousing the anti-trinitarian Socianian
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heresy.54 In the ninth chapter of Mastricht’s Novitatum cartesianarum gangraena of
1677, he criticizes Wittich for considering God’s indifferent will as the cause of the
true and the good. His criticism culminates in the following passage:

Therefore, from this reason, [if Wittich were correct,] God’s natural justice and holiness,
which precede his will, would be wholly denied. This goes against the received teaching
of the Reformers.55

Here, Mastricht does not explicitly castigate Wittich as a Socinian heretic. However, it
was common for the orthodox theologians of this period to attack the Socinians for
rejecting the “natural justice of God”.56 Therefore, Mastricht’s allusion must have been
clear to the readers, including Wittich. This is also why Mastricht could confidently
state that Wittich’s position was against “the received teaching of the Reformers”. In
fact, Socinianism was prohibited in the Netherlands by a statute in the 1650s.57

Why would the rejection of the natural justice of God imply Socinianism? How does
this relate to Wittich’s notion of the divine will? We shall first clarify the point of con-
tention between the orthodoxy and the Socinians regarding the issue of divine justice.
According to the orthodox standpoint, because God’s justice is part of his nature, he
cannot but exercise it. Therefore, as humans violate his justice with their sins, he necess-
arily satisfies it. For this satisfaction, God should punish and sacrifice his only begotten
son Jesus Christ because the sins against divine justice, which is of infinite value, can only
be redeemed through the death of a being with an equally infinite value. In this way,
God’s natural and infinite justice necessitates the incarnation of the divine being.58

The Socinians deny the incarnation of God’s son. To them, his death would not have
infinite worth; however, this does not mean that there is no pardon for humanity. For the
Socinians, God’s justice does not depend on his nature but on his will, so that he is not
obliged to satisfy it by punishing an infinite being. Rather, without compromising his
justice, God can forgive human beings by simply willing so. Thus, the Socinians
debunk the orthodox theory of satisfaction and, hence, even the doctrine of the
Trinity, by severing God’s justice from his nature.59

Mastricht’s intention now becomes clear. For him, the Socinians, Descartes, and
Wittich are in the same heretical category insofar as they all find the cause of justice
and goodness in God’s will rather than in his nature. Therefore, Descartes and
Wittich, who espouse the indifference of the divine will, are likely candidates for
flirting with the Socinian heresy.

Wittich seems to have taken Mastricht’s criticism to heart. It must have worried him
to be associated with the arch-heresy of this period. He consequently retracted his view
regarding the divine will and denied its indifference in Anti-Spinoza. We find further evi-
dence to back this supposition in his Commentary. At the end of his discussion of divine
indifference, Wittich mentions that his view is shared widely among orthodox theolo-
gians. He lists works by the English PuritanWilliam Twiss (1578–1646) and Leiden theo-
logian Johannes Cocceius (1603–1669). More importantly, he positively refers to Samuel
Maresius’ (1599–1673) Hydra Socinianismi expugnata (1651) and Johannes Hoornbeek’s
(1617–1666) Socinianismus confutatus (1650), two major works from the orthodox camp
refuting Socinianism.60 Wittich even praises Hoornbeek in rebutting the Socinian
attempt to separate God’s will from his nature. Wittich’s intention is clear in referring
to all these works. He poses himself as taking sides with the orthodoxy against the
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deviant understanding of the divine will. At the same time, this means that he accepts
Mastricht’s criticism that Descartes’ theory of God’s indifference implies Socinianism.
Accordingly, we may rightly conclude that a suspicion of heresy pushed Wittich the Car-
tesian away from Descartes.61

How then does Wittich in his Commentary reject the indifference of God’s will? He
gives two main reasons. The first is that, if we admit divine indifference, we end up
having to suppose another God:

Besides, if we think God could from eternity have a different intellect and volition from what
he actually had, we will inevitably have to think that God himself could be different from what
he actually is. For the intellect and volition that he had from eternity are exactly the same as
God’s being as we have seen before [… ]. Therefore, this intellect and this volition are God,
who exists from eternity and will exist eternally. Therefore, the different intellect and volition
which are here supposed, for the very reason that they are different, are not those which God
had from eternity. Consequently, they do not belong to God who [actually] had this intellect
and this volition. Therefore, there must be the being of another God because God’s intellect
and volition are supposed to be God himself. Thus, there will be another God who is different
from what he actually is. No wise person can judge that this accords with reason.62

Wittich bases his argument on the identification of God’s intellect and volition with his
being, a supposition that accords well with the orthodox teaching. If the divine volition
were indifferent at the moment of creation and, hence, could be different from the one he
actually had, his existence could also have been different. This would imply a different
god other than the one that exists. Wittich regards this conclusion as absurd.

The second reason Wittich gives is that God’s indifference would undermine his per-
fection.63 At the moment of creation, by his will and intellect, God decided the order of
the universe. Therefore, if we admit the indifference of his will prior to creation, we must
also admit that there is a possibility of a world other than the present one. However, this
supposition makes it impossible to consider the current order as the best of possible
worlds, for other orders, insofar as they are also God’s creation, must be at least as
good as the current one. Hence, it would entail that God did not create the best of all
possible worlds and, on account of this, his perfection would be lost.

According to Wittich, even if we claim that God could only have created the current
universe, this does not limit his will and intellect by human measurement. It is rather the
expression of God’s perfection; as Wittich writes:

Certainly, God through his infinite intellect saw all possible things. He necessarily saw them.
He could not but see them. Indeed, with this very intellect of his he constituted all those
possible things. He necessarily saw all things that are the best, which, for the very reason
[of seeing the best], he could not but decide [to create them], especially because there
exists the supreme identity between his intellect and will.64

With his infinite intellect, God necessarily saw the best choice, and with his supreme
goodness, he necessarily chose it. Therefore, both his intellect and will were necessary
and not indifferent. This conclusion of Wittich is surprisingly close to that of Spinoza.
They both think that the infinite God acts by necessity. No doubt, Wittich had long
since tried to harmonize orthodox theology with Cartesianism, and it was from this pos-
ition that he wanted to refute Spinoza. It is therefore ironic that he ended up negating the
Cartesian view and embracing the Spinozistic one primarily because of criticism by an
orthodox theologian.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we examined Christoph Wittich’s criticism of the philosophy of Spinoza.
We first focused on his rebuttal of Spinoza’s equation of God with the world. Spinoza
backs up this thesis by ascribing infinitely many attributes to the single substance of
God. Wittich opposes this by reaffirming the Cartesian principle that one substance
has only one essential attribute. Unlike Descartes, Wittich shows no hesitation in apply-
ing the principle to God. Thus, the divine attribute is limited to thought, and extension is
excluded. Consequently, God’s transcendence is defended. This shows that Wittich’s
“Cartesian” critique of Spinoza is not based on the exact replication of his master’s argu-
ments. Rather, he builds his Cartesianism by focusing on certain aspects of Descartes’
corpus, which in turn provides the doctrinal basis for his refutation of Spinoza.65

The discussion does not go so smoothly in the consideration of God’s will. In fact,
Wittich rejects Descartes’ position in such a way that his view ultimately resembles
that of Spinoza. This is because, in writing his Anti-Spinoza, Wittich could no longer
follow his master in securing God’s freedom by acknowledging the indifference of his
will, for Mastricht had criticized Wittich’s earlier work, Theologia pacifica, by associating
the Cartesian doctrine of God’s indifference with Socinian anti-trinitarianism. This, we
argued, was why Wittich had to retract his position. He finally rejected the volitional
indifference of God and regarded his will as a necessary outcome of the clear and distinct
perception acquired by the divine intellect. Accordingly, Wittich’s position comes very
close to Spinoza’s, such that his refutation on this point misses the mark.

The compromise that Wittich had to make provides us with an important insight into
the nature of reactions that Descartes’ philosophy stirred up in the Netherlands in the late
seventeenth century. Negative reactions from orthodox theologians were not simply due
to the novelty of his philosophy and its radical break with tradition. Rather, they were
primarily due to the fear of theologians who deemed that some Cartesian doctrines
would serve the Socinian cause. Without grasping this widespread fear concerning Soci-
nianism, the controversies surrounding the Cartesian philosophy cannot properly be
understood.

Among the controversies, the one regarding the divine will played a central role
because it was considered to be the core of Descartes’ metaphysics and, at the same
time, the topic had already been fiercely discussed in theologians’ anti-Socinian treatises,
even prior to the arrival of Cartesianism. Under such circumstances, it was possible for a
Cartesian, though not without some hesitation, to muster Spinoza’s view against Des-
cartes’ in order to remain theologically orthodox. Wittich’s Anti-Spinoza helps us to
be aware of this now overlooked theological dimension that conditioned the philosophi-
cal discourse of the time.
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65. It must be noted that even this solution would not safely place Wittich’s Cartesiasnism
within the bound of orthodoxy, for his description of God as the infinite thought also
invited the suspicion of Socinianism. See Kato, “Petrus van Mastricht”, 140.
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